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By Mr. Bertonazzi, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 827) of
Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to establish uniform product liability.
The Judiciary.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty.

An Act establishing uniform product liability.

This Act sets forth uniform standards for state product liability
tort law. It does not cover all issues that may be litigated in
product liability cases; rather, it focuses on those where the need
for uniform rules is the greatest. The principal purposes of the Act
are to provide a fair balance of the interests of both product users
and sellers and to eliminate existing confusion and uncertainty
about their respective legal rights and obligations. The fulfillment
of these goals should help, first, to assure that persons injured by
unreasonably unsafe products will be adequately compensated for
their injuries and, second, to make product liability insurance more
widely available and affordable, with greater stability in rates and
premiums.

1 Section 1. Short Title. This Act shall be known and may be

2 cited as the “Uniform Product Liability Act.’’

l Section 2. Findings.
2 (A) Sharply rising product liability insurance premiums

3 have created serious problems in commerce resulting in:

4 (1) Increased prices of consumer and industrial products;
5 (2) Disincentives for innovation and for the development
6 of high-risk but potentially beneficial products;
7 (3) An increase in the number of product sellers at-
-8 tempting to do business without product liability insurance

9 coverage, thus jeopardizing both their continued existence
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10 and the availability of compensation to injured persons; and
11 (4) Legislative initiatives enacted in a crisis atmosphere
12 that may, as a result, unreasonably curtail the rights of
13 product liability claimants.
14 (B) One cause of these problems is that product liability
15 law is fraught with uncertainty and sometimes reflects an
16 imbalanced consideration of the interests it affects. The rules
17 vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and are subject to rapid
18 and substantial change. These facts militate against
19 predictability of litigation outcome.
20 (C) Insurers have cited this uncertainty and imbalance as
21 justifications for setting rates and premiums that, in fact,
22 may not reflect actual product risk or liability losses.
23 (D) Product liability insurance rates are set on the basis of
24 countrywide, rather than individual state, experience. In-
-25 surers utilize countrywide experience because a product
26 manufactured in one state can readily cause injury in any
27 one of the other states, the District of Columbia, or the
28 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. One ramification of this
29 practice is that there is little an individual state can do to
30 solve the problems caused by product liability.
31 (E) Uncertainty in product liability law and litigation
32 outcome has added to litigation costs and may put an ad-
-33 ditional strain on the judicial system.
34 (E) Recently enacted state product liability legislation has
35 widened existing disparities in the law.

(A) Product Seller, “Product seller” means any person or
3 entity that is engaged in the business of selling products,
4 whether the sale is for resale, or for use or consumption. The
5 term includes a manufacturer, wholesaler, distributor, or
6 retailer of the relevant product. The term also includes a
7 party who is in the business of leasing or bailing such
8 products.
9 The term “product seller” does not include

10 (1) A sellerof real property, unless that person is engaged
11 in the mass production and sale of standardized dwellings or
12 is otherwise a product seller;
13 (2) A provider of professional services who utilizes or sells

1 Sections. Definitions.
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14 products within the legally authorized scope of its
15 professional practice. A nonprofessional provider of service
16 is not included unless the sale or use of a product is the
17 principal part of the transaction, and the essence of the
18 relationship between the seller and purchaser is not the
19 furnishing of judgment, skill, or services;
20 (3) A commercial seller of used products who resells a
21 product after use by a consumer or other product user,
22 provided the used product is in essentially the same condition
23 as when it was acquired for resale; and
24 (4) A finance lessor who is not otherwise a product seller.
25 A “finance lessor” is one who acts in a financial capacity,
26 who is not a manufacturer, wholesaler, distributor or
27 retailer, and who leases a product without having a
28 reasonable opportunity to inspect and discover defects in the
29 product, under a lease arrangement in which the selection,
30 possession, maintenance, and operation of the product are
31 controlled by a person other than the lessor.
32 (B) Manufacturer. “Manufacturer” includes a product
33 seller who designs, produces, makes, fabricates, constructs,
34 or remanufactures the relevant product or component part of
35 a product before its sale to a user or consumer. It includes a
36 product seller or entity not otherwise a manufacturer that
37 holds itself out as a manufacturer.
38 A product seller acting primarily as a wholesaler,
39 distributor or retailer of a product may be a “manufacturer”
40 but only to the extent that it designs, produces, makes,
41 fabricates, constructs, or remanufactures the product before
42 its sale.
43 (C) Product. “Product” means any object possessing
44 intrinsic value, capable of delivery either as an assembled
45 whole or as a component part or parts, and produced for
46 introduction into trade or commerce. Human tissue and
47 organs, including human blood and its components, are
48 excluded from this term.
49 The “relevant product” under this Act is that product, or
50 its component part or parts, which gave rise to the product
51 liability claim.
52 (D) Product Liability Claim, “Product liability claim”
53 includes any claim or action brought for harm caused by the
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54 manufacture, production, making, construction, fabrication,
55 design, formula, preparation, assembly, installation, testing,
56 warnings, instructions, marketing, packaging, storage, or
57 labeling of the relevant product. It includes, but is not limited
58 to, any action previously based on: strict liability in tort;
59 negligence: breach of express or implied warranty; breach
60 of, or failure to, discharge a duty to warn or instruct, whether
61 negligent or innocent; misrepresentation, concealment, or
62 nondisclosure, whether negligent or innocent; or under any
63 other substantive legal theory.
64 (E) Claimant. “Claimant” means a person or entity
65 asserting a product liability claim, including a wrongful
66 death action, and, if the claim is asserted through or on
67 behalf of an estate, the term includes claimant’s decedent.
68 “Claimant” includes any person or entity that suffers harm.
69 (F) Harm. “Harm” includes: (1) damage to property;
70 (2) personal physical injuries, illness and death; (3) mental
71 anguish or emotional harm attendant to such personal
72 physical injuries, illness or death; and (4) mental anguish or
73 emotional harm caused by the claimant’s being placed in
74 direct personal physical danger and manifested by a sub-
-75 stantial objective symptom. The term “harm” does not in-
-76 elude direct or consequential economic loss.

77 (G) Reasonably Anticipated Conduct. “Reasonably antici-
-78 pated conduct” means the conduct which would be expected
79 of an ordinary reasonably prudent person who is likely to use
80 the product in the same or similar circumstances.
81 (H) Preponderance of the Evidence. “A preponderance of
82 the evidence” is that measure or degree of proof which, by
83 the weight, credit, and value of the aggregate evidence on
84 either side, establishes that it is more probably than not that
85 a fact occurred or did not occur.
86 (I) Clear and Convincing Evidence. “Clear and convincing
87 evidence” is that measure or degree of proof that will
88 produce in the mind of the trier of fact a firm belief or con-
-89 viction as to the allegations sought to be established. This
90 level of proof is greater than mere “preponderance of the
91 evidence,” but less than proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
92 (J) Reckless Disregard. “Reckless disregard” means a
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93 conscious indifference to the safety of persons or entities that
94 might be harmed by a product.
95 (K) Express Warranty. “Express warranty" means any
96 positive statement, affirmation of fact, promise, description,

97 sample, or model relating to the product.

1 Section!. Scope of This Act.
2 (A) This Act is in lieu of and preempts all existing law
3 governing matters within its coverage; however, nothing in
4 this Act shall prevent the recovery, under similar laws, of
5 direct or consequential economic losses.
6 (B) A claim may be asserted under this Act even though
7 the claimant did not buy the product from, or enter into any
8 contractual relationship with the product seller.
9 (C) Whenever this Act does not provide a rule of decision,

10 reference may be made to other sources of law, provided that
11 such reference conforms to the intent and spirit of this Act as
12 set forth in the following criteria used as guidelines for its

13 development:
14 (1) To ensure that persons injured by unreasonably unsafe
15 products receive reasonable compensation for their injuries;
16 (2) To ensure the availability of affordable product
17 liability insurance with adequate coverage to product sellers
18 that engage in reasonably safe manufacturing practices;
19 (3) To place the incentive for loss prevention on the party
20 or parties who are best able to accomplish that goal;
21 (4) To expedite the reparations process from the time of
22 injury to the time the claim is paid;
23 (5) To minimize the sum of accident costs, prevention
24 costs, and transaction costs; and
25 (6) To use language that is comparatively clear and
26 concise.

1 Section 5. Basic Standards of Responsibility for Manu-
-2 facturers.
3 A product manufacturer is subject to liability to a claimant
4 who proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the
5 claimant’s harm was proximately caused because the
6 product was defective.

A product may be proven to be defective if, and only if:
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8 (1) It was unreasonably unsafe in construction (Sub-
-9 section A);

10 (2) It was unreasonably unsafe in design (Subsection B);
11 (3) It was unreasonably unsafe because adequate warn-
-12 ings or instructions were not provided (Subsection C); or
13 (4) It was unreasonably unsafe because it did not conform
14 to the product seller’s express warranty (SubsectionD).
15 Before submitting the case to the trier of fact, the court
16 shall determine that the claimant has introduced sufficient
17 evidence to allow a reasonable person to find, by a prepon-
-18 derance of the evidence, that one or more of the above con-
-19 ditions existed and was a proximate cause of the claimant’s
20 harm.
21 (A) The Product Was Unreasonably Unsafe in Con-
-22 struction. In order to determine that the product was
23 unreasonably unsafe in construction, the trier of fact must
24 find that, when the product left the control of the manufac-
-25 turer, the product deviated in some material way from the
26 manufacturer’s design specifications or performance
27 standards, or from otherwise identical units of the same
28 product line.
29 (B) The Product Was Unreasonably Unsafe in Design.
30 (1) In order to determine that the product was
31 unreasonably unsafe in design, the trier of fact must find
32 that, at the time of manufacture, the likelihood that the
33 product would cause the claimant’s harm or similar harms,
34 and the seriousness of those harms outweighed the burden on
35 the manufacturer to design a product that would have pre-
-36 vented those harms, and the adverse effect that alternative
37 design would have on the usefulness of the product.
38 (2) Examples of evidence that is especially probative in
39 making this evaluation include:
40 (a) Any warnings and instructions provided with the
41 product:
42 (b) The technological and practical feasibility of a product
43 designed and manufactured so as to have prevented
44 claimant’s harm while substantially serving the likely user's
45 expected needs;
46 (c) The effect of any proposed alternative design on the
47 usefulness of the product.
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48 (d) The comparative costs of producing, distributing,
49 selling, using, and maintaining the product as designed and
50 as alternatively designed: and
51 (e) The new or additional harms that might have resulted
52 if the product has been so alternatively designed.
53 (C) The Product Was Unreasonably Unsafe Because
54 Adequate Warnings or Instructions Were Not Provided.
55 (1) In order to determine that the product was
56 unreasonably unsafe because adequate warnings or in-
57 structions were not provided about a danger connected with
58 the product or its proper use, the trier of fact must find that,
59 at the time of manufacture, the likelihood that the product
60 would cause the claimant’s harm or similar harms and the
61 seriousness of those harms rendered the manufacturer’s
62 instructions inadequate and that the manufacturer should
63 and could have provided the instructions or warnings which
64 claimant alleges would have been adequate.
65 (2) Examples of evidence that is especially probative in
66 making this evaluation include:
67 (a) The manufacturer’s ability, at the time of manufac-
68 ture, to be aware of the product’s danger and the nature of
69 the potential harm;
70 (b) The manufacturer’s ability to anticipate that the likely
71 product user would be aware of the product’s danger and the
72 nature of the potential harm;

(c) The technological and practical feasibility of providing
74 adequate warnings and instructions;
75 (d) The clarity and conspicuousness of the warnings or
76 instructions that were provided; and

(e) The adequacy of the warnings or instructions thatwere
78 provided
79 (3) In any claim under this Subsection, the claimant must
80 prove by a preponderance of the evidence that if adequate
81 warnings or instructions had been provided, they would have
82 been effective because a reasonably prudent product user
83 would have either declined to use the product or would have
84 used the product in a manner so as to have avoided the harm.
85 (4) A manufacturer shall not be liable for its failure to
86 warn or instruct about dangers that are obvious; for
87 “product misuse” as defined in Subsection 13(C)(1); or for
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88 alterations or modifications of the product which do not
89 constitute “reasonably anticipated conduct” under Sub-
-90 section 3(G).

91 (5) A manufacturer is under an obligation to provide
92 adequate warnings or instructions to the actual product user
93 unless the manufacturer provided such warnings to a person
94 who may be reasonably expected to assure that action is
95 taken to avoid the harm, or that the risk of the harm is ex-
-96 plained to the actual product user.
97 For products that may be legally used only by or under the
90 supervision of a class of experts, warnings or instructions
99 may be provided to the using or supervisory expert.

100 For products that are tangible goods sold or handled only in
101 bulk or other workplace products, warnings or instructions
102 may be provided to the employer of the employee-claimant if
103 there is no practical and feasible means of transmitting them
104 to the employee-claimant.

105 (6) Post-Manufacture Duty to Warn. In addition to the
106 claim provided in Subsection (C)(1), a claim may arise
107 under this subsection where a reasonably prudent
108 manufacturer should have learned about a danger connected
109 with the product after it was manufactured. In such case, the
110 manufacturer is under an obligation to act with regard to the
111 danger as a reasonably prudent manufacturer in the same or
112 similar circumstances. This obligation is satisfied if the
113 manufacturer makes reasonable efforts to inform product
114 users or a person who may be reasonably expected to assure
115 that action is taken to avoid the harm, or that the risk of
116 harm is explained to the actual product user.
117 (D) The Product Was Unreasonably Unsafe Because It
118 Did Not Conform to an Express Warranty. In order to
119 determine that the product was unreasonably unsafe because
120 it did not conform to an express warranty, the trier of fact
121 must find that the claimant, or one acting on the claimant’s
122 behalf, relied on an express warranty made by the
123 manufacturer or its agent about a material fact or facts
124 concerning the product and this express warranty proved to
125 be untrue.
126 A “material fact” is any specific characteristic or quality
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127 of the product. It does not include a general opinion about, or
128 praise of, the product.
129 The product seller may be subject to liability under Sub-
-130 section (D) although it did not engage in negligent or
131 fraudulent conduct in making the express warranty.

1 Section 6. Basic Standards of Responsibility for Product
2 Sellers Other Than Manufacturers.
3 (A) A product seller, other than a manufacturer, is subject
4 to liability to a claimant who proves by a preponderance of
5 the evidence that claimant’s harm was proximately caused
6 by such product seller’s failure to use reasonable care with

respect to the product.
8 Before submitting the case to the trier of fact, the court
9 shall determine that the claimant has introduced sufficient

10 evidence to allow a reasonable person to find by a prepon-
-11 derance of the evidence that such product seller has failed to
12 exercise reasonable care and that this failure was a
13 proximate cause of the claimant’s harm.
14 In determining whether a product seller, other than a
15 manufacturer, is subject to liability under Subsection (A),
16 the trier of fact shall consider the effect of such product
17 seller’s own conduct with respect to the design, construction,
18 inspection, or condition of the product, and any failure of
19 such product seller to transmit adequate warnings or in-
-20 structions about the dangers and proper use of the product.
21 Unless Subsection (B) or (C) is applicable, product sellers
22 shall not be subject to liability in circumstances in which
23 they did not have a reasonable opportunity to inspect the
24 product in a manner which would or should, in the exercise of
25 reasonable care, reveal the existence of the defective con-
-26 dition.
27 (B) A product seller, other than a manufacturer, who
28 makes an express warranty about a material fact or facts
29 concerning a product is subject to the standards of liability
30 set forth in Subsection S(D).

31 (C) A product seller, other than a manufacturer, is also
32 subject to the liability of manufacturer under Section 5 if:
33 (1) The manufacturer is not subject to service of process
34 under the laws of the claimant's domicile; or
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35 (2) The manufacturer has been judicially declared in-
-36 solvent in that the manufacturer is unable to pay its debts as
37 they become due in the ordinary course of business; or
38 (3) The court determines that it is highly probable that the
39 claimant would be unable to enforce a judgment against the
40 product manufacturer.
41 (D) Except as provided in Subsections (A), (B), and (C), a
42 product seller, other than a manufacturer, shall not other-
-43 wise be subject to liability under this Act.

1 Section 7. Unavoidably Dangerous Aspects of Products.
2 (A) An unavoidably dangerous aspect of a product is that
3 aspect incapable, in light of the state of scientific and tech-
-4 nological knowledge at the time of manufacture, of being
5 made safe without seriously impairing the product’s
6 usefulness.
7 (B) A product seller shall not be subject to liability for
8 harm caused by an unavoidably dangerous aspect of a
9 product unless:

10 (i) The product seller knew or had reason to know of the
11 aspect and with that knowledge acted unreasonably in selling
12 the product at all;
13 (2) The aspect was a defect in construction under Sub-
-14 section 5( A);

15 (3) The product seller knew or had reason to know of the
16 aspect and failed to meet a duty to instruct or warn under
17 Subsection S(C), or to transmit warnings or instructions
18 under Subsection 6( A); or
19 (4) The product seller expressly warranted that the
20 product was free of the unavoidably dangerous aspect under
21 Subsection S(D) or 6(B).

1 Section 8. Relevance of Industry Custom, Safety of Per-
-2 formance Standards, and Practical Technological Feasi-
-3 bility.
4 (A) Evidence of changes in (1) a product’s design, (2)
5 warnings or instructions concerning the product, (3)
6 technological feasibility, (4) “state of the art’’, or (5) the
7 custom of the product seller’s industry or business, occurring
8 after the product was manufactured, is not admissible for the
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9 purpose of proving that the product was defective in design

10 under Subsection 5( B) or that a warning or instruction should
11 have accompanied the product at the time of manufacture
12 under Subsection s(c).

13 If the court finds that the probative value of such evidence
14 substantially outweighs its prejudicial effect and that there is
15 no other proof available, this evidence may be admitted for
16 other relevant purposes if confined to those purposes in a
17 specific court instruction. Examples of “other relevant
18 purposes” include proving ownership or control, or im-
-19 peachment.
20 (B) For the purposes of Section 8, “custom” refers to the
21 practices followed by an ordinary product seller in the
22 product seller’s industry or business.
23 (C) Evidence of custom in the product seller’s industry or
24 business or of the product seller’s compliance or non-
-25 compliance with a non-governmental safety or performance
26 standard, existing at the time of manufacture, may be
27 considered by the trier of fact in determining whether a
28 product was defective in design under Subsection s(b), or
29 whether there was a failure to warn or instruct under Sub-
-30 section S(C) or to transmit warnings or instructions under
31 Subsection 6(A).
32 (D) For the purposes of Section 8, “practical technological
33 feasibility” means the technological, mechanical, and
34 scientific knowledge relating to product safety that was
35 reasonably feasible for use, in light of economic practicality,
36 at the time of manufacture.
37 (E) If the product sellerproves, by a preponderance of the
38 evidence, that it was not within practical technological
39 feasibility for it to make the product safer with respect to
40 design and warnings or instructions at the time of
41 manufacture so as to have prevented claimant’s harm, the
42 product seller shallnot be subject to liability for harmcaused
43 by the product unless the trierof fact determines that:
44 (1) The product seller knew or had reason to know of the
45 danger and, with that knowledge, acted unreasonably in
46 selling the product at all;
47 (2) The product was defective in construction under Sub-
-48 section 5(A);
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49 (3) The product seller failed to meet the post-manufacture
50 duty to warn or instruct under Subsection 5(C)(6); or
51 (4) The product seller was subject to liability for express
52 warranty under Subsection S(D) or 6( B).

1 Section 9. Relevance of Legislative or Administrative
2 Regulatory Standards and Mandatory Government Contract

Specifications.
4 (A) When the injury-causing aspect of the product was, at
5 the time of manufacture, in compliance with legislative regu-
-6 latory standards or administrative regulatory safety stan-
7 dards relating to design or performance, the product shall be
8 deemed not defective under Subsection 5(B), or, if the
9 standard addressed warnings or instructions, under Sub-

-10 section S(C) or 6(A), unless the claimant proves by a pre-
-11 ponderance of the evidence that a reasonably prudent
12 product seller could and would have taken additional
13 precautions.

14 (B) When the injury-causing aspect of the product was not,
15 at the time of manufacture, in compliance with legislative
16 regulatory standards or administrative regulatory safety
17 standards relating to design or performance, the product
18 shall be deemed defective under Subsection 5(B), or, if the
19 standard addressed warnings or instructions, under Sub-
-20 section S(C) or 6(A), unless the product seller proves by a
21 preponderance of the evidence that its failure to comply was
22 a reasonably prudent course of conduct under the cir-
-23 cumstances.
24 (C) When the injury-causing aspect of the product was, at
25 the time of manufacture, in compliance with a mandatory
26 government contract specification relating to design, this
27 shall be an absolute defense and the product shall be deemed
28 not defective under Subsection 5(B), or, if the specification
29 related to warnings or instructions, under Subsection S(C) or
30 6(A).

31 (D) When the injury-causing aspect of the product was
32 not, at the time of manufacture, in compliance with a
33 mandatory government contract specification relating to
34 design, the product shall be deemed defective under Sub-
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35 section 5(B), or, if the specification related to warnings or
36 instructions, under Subsection S(C) or 6( A).

1 Section 10. Notice of Possible Claim Required.
2 (A) An attorney who anticipates filing a claim shall notify
3 all product sellers against whom the claim is likely to be

4 made. The notice of claim shall:
(1) Identify the product as specifically as possible;

6 (2) State the time, place, circumstances, and events
7 giving rise to the claim;
8 (3) Give an estimate of compensation or other relief to be
9 sought.

10 (B) The attorney shall give notice of claim within six (6)
11 months of the date of entering into an attorney-client
12 relationship with the claimant in regard to the claim. For the
13 purposes of Section 10, such a relationship arises when the
14 attorney, or any member or associate of the attorney’s firm,
15 agrees to serve the claimant’s interests in regard to the
16 anticipated claim.
17 (C) If the claimant’s attorney requests the information at
18 the time the notice of claim is given, the product seller
19 receiving the notice of claim shall promptly furnish the
20 claimant’s attorney with the names and addresses of each
21 person whom the product seller knows to be in the chain of

manufacture and distribution of the product, and who is
23 likely to be subject to liability under Section 5 or 6. Any
24 product seller who fails to furnish such information may be

subject to liability as provided in Subsection (E)

26 (D) A claimant who delays entering into an attorney-client
27 relationship so as to delay unreasonably the notice of claim
28 required by Subsection (A) may be subject to liability as
29 provided inSubsection (E).

30 (E) Any party to the product liability claim or any at-
.3l torney representing such a party who suffers a monetary loss
32 associated with the litigation of the claim caused by the
33 failure of a claimant or a claimant’s attorney, or of a product
34 selleror its attorney, to comply with the requirements of this
35 Section may recover pecuniary damages, costs, and
36 reasonable attorneys’ fees from that party. Failure to
37 comply with the requirements of Section 10 does not affect
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the validity of any claim or defense under this Act38

Section 11. Length of Time Product Sellers Are Subject to
Liability.

1
9

(A) Useful Safe Life.3

(1) Except as provided in Subsection (A)(2), a product
seller shall not be subject to liability to a claimant for harm
under this Act if the product seller proves by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that the harm was caused after the
product’s “useful safe life” has expired.

4

5
6

8

“Useful safe life” begins at the time of delivery of the
product and extends for the time during which the product
would normally be likely to perform or be stored in a safe
manner. For the purposes of Section 11, “time of delivery”
means the time of delivery of a product to its first purchaser
or lessee who was not engaged in the business of either selling
such products or using them as component parts of another
product to be sold.

9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17 Examples of evidence that is especially probative in

determining whether a product’s useful safe life had expired
include:

18
19
20 (a) The amount of wear and tear to which the product had

been subject:21
(b) The effect of deterioration from natural causes, and

from climate and other conditions under which the product
was used or stored;24

(c) The normal practices of the user, similar users, and
the product seller with respect to the circumstances,
frequency, and purposes of the product’s use, and with
respect to repairs, renewals, and replacements:

25
26

27
28

(d) Any representations, instructions, or warnings made
by the product seller concerning proper maintenance,
storage, and use of the product or the expected useful safe
life of the product; and

29

30

31
39

33 (e) Any modification or alteration of the product by a user
or third party.34

(2) A product seller may be subject to liability for harm
caused by a product used beyond its useful safe life to the
extent that the product seller has expressly warranted the
product for a longer period.

35

36

or
38
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39 (B) Statute of Repose.
40 (l) Generally. In claims that involve harm caused more

,41 than ten (10) years after the time of delivery, a presumption
42 arises that the harm was caused after the useful safe life had
43 expired. This presumption may only be rebutted by clear and
44 convincing evidence.
45 (2) Limitations on Statute of Repose.
46 (a) If a product seller expressly warrants that its product
47 can be utilized safely for a period longer than ten (10) years,
48 the period of repose, after which the presumption created in
49 Subsection (B)(1) arises, shall be extended according to that
50 warranty or promise.
51 (b) The ten (10) year period of repose established in
52 Subsection (B)(1) does not apply if the product seller in-
-53 tentionally misrepresents facts about its product, or
54 fraudulently conceals information about it, and that conduct
55 was a substantial cause of the claimant’s harm.
56 (c) Nothing contained in Subsection (B) shall affect the
57 right of any person found liable under this Act to seek and
58 obtain contribution or indemnity from any other person who
59 is responsible for harm under this Act.
60 (d) The ten (10) year period of repose established in
61 Subsection (B)(1) shall not apply if the harm was caused by
62 prolonged exposure to a defective product, or if the injury-
-63 causing aspect of the product that existed at the time of
64 delivery was not discoverable by an ordinary reasonably
65 prudent person until more than ten (10) years after the time
66 of delivery, or if the harm, caused within ten (10) years after
61 the time of delivery, did not manifest itself until after that
68 time.
69 (C) Statute of Limitation. No claim under this Act may be
70 brought more than two (2) years from the time the claimant
77 discovered, or in the exercise of due diligence should have
79 ,3; j , j -72 discovered, the harm and the cause thereof

1 Section 12. Comparative Responsibility and Apportion-
-2 ment of Damages.
3 (A) Comparative Responsibility. All claims under this Act
4 shall be governed by the principles of comparative
5 responsibility. In any claim under this Act, the comparative
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6 responsibility of, or attributed to, the claimant shall not bar
7 recovery but shall diminish the award of compensatory
8 damages proportionately, according to the measure of
9 resnonsibilitv attributed to the claimant.responsibility attributed to the claimant

10 (B) Apportionment of Damages.
11 (1) In all claims involving comparative responsibility, the
12 court, unless otherwise agreed by all parties, shall instruct
13 the jury to answer special interrogatories or, if there is no
14 jury, the court shall make findings, indicating;
15 (a) The amount of damages each claimant would be en-
16 titled to recover if the comparative responsibility of each
17 party were disregarded: and
18 (b) The percentage of the total responsibility of all parties
19 to each claim that is to be allocated to each claimant;
20 defendant; third party defendant; person or entity who
21 misused, modified, or altered a product under Subsection 13
22 (C) or (D), (or who voluntarily and unreasonably used or

stored a product with a known defective condition under
24 Subsection 13(B) ); and person released from liability under
25 Subsection 14(E). Under this Subsection, the court may

26 determine that two or more persons are to be treated as a
27 single party.
28 (2) When the claimant’s employer’s or co-employee’s fault
29 is considered, damages shall be reduced in accordance with
30 Subsection 15(A), if applicable, or by the percentage of
31 responsibility apportioned to such employer or co-employee,
32 if that amount is greater. When a person released from
33 liability under Subsection 13(E) would otherwise be liable
34 under this Act, damages shall be reduced by the percentage
35 ofresponsibility apportioned to such person.
36 (3) In determining the percentages of responsibility, the
37 trier of fact shall consider, on a comparative basis, both the
38 nature of the conduct of each person or entity responsible and
39 the extent of the proximate causal relation between the
40 conduct and the damages claimed
41 (4) The court shall determine the award of damages to
42 each claimant in accordance with the findings and enter
43 judgment against each party liable. For purposes of con-
44 tribution under Section 14, the court shall also determine and
45 state in the judgment each party’s equitable share of the
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46 obligation to each claimant in accordance with the respective
47 percentages of responsibility.
48 (5) Damages are to be apportioned severally, and not
49 jointly, when a party is responsible for a distinct harm, or
50 when there is some other reasonable basis for apportioning
51 that party’s responsibility for the harm. Otherwise, judg-
-52 ment shall be entered against each party liable on the basis
53 of the rules of joint and several liability.
54 (6) When one or more parties made a substantial contri-
-55 bution to an indivisible harm, or for other reasons under the
56 common law of the state is a joint tortfeasor, upon motion
57 made not later than one (1) year after judgment is entered,
58 the court shall determine whether all or part of a joint tort-
-59 feasor’s share of the obligation is uncollectible from that
60 joint tortfeasor.
61 If the court’s finding is in the affirmative, the court shall
62 reallocate any uncollectible amount among a claimant found
63 to be responsible and other parties who are joint tortfeasors
64 with the party whose share is uncollectible. The reallocation
65 shall be made according to the respective percentages of
66 responsibility of eachparty.

1 Section 13. Conduct Affecting Comparative Responsi-
bility.

3 (A) Failure to Discover a Defective Condition
4 (1) Claimant’s Failure to Inspect. A claimant is not
5 required to have inspected the product for a defective con-
-6 dition. Failure to have done so does not render the claimant
7 responsible for the harm caused or reduce the claimant’s
8 damages.
9 (2) Claimant's Failure to Observe an Apparent Defective

10 Condition. When the product seller proves by a prepon-
-11 derance of the evidence that the claimant, while using the
12 product, was injured by a defective condition that would have
13 been apparent, without inspection, to an ordinary reasonably
14 prudent person, the claimant’s damages shall be subject to
15 reduction. The procedural principles governing reduction of
16 damages are set forth in Section 12.
17 (3) A Non-Claimant’s Failure to Inspect for Defects or to
18 Observe an Apparent Defective Condition. A non-claimant’s
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19 failure to inspect for a defective condition or to observe an
20 apparent defective condition that would have been obvious,
21 without inspection, to an ordinary reasonably prudent per-
-22 son, shallnot reduce claimant’s damages.
22 (B) Use of a Product With a Known Defective Condition.
24 (1) By a Claimant. When the product seller proves, by a
25 preponderance of the evidence, that the claimant knew about
26 the product’s defective condition, and voluntarily used the
27 product or voluntarily assumed the risk of harm from the
28 product, the claimant’s damages shall be subject to reduc-
-29 tion to the extent that the claimant did not act as an ordinary
30 reasonably prudent person under the circumstances. Under
31 this Subsection, the trier of fact may determine that the
32 claimant should bear sole responsibility for harm caused by
33 a defective product. The procedural principles governing
34 reduction of damages are set forth in Section 12.
35 (2) By a Non-Claimant Product User. If the product seller
36 proves by a preponderance of the evidence that a product
37 user, other than the claimant, knew about a product’s
38 defective condition, but voluntarily and unreasonably used or
39 stored the product and thereby caused claimant’s harm the
40 claimant’s damages shall be subject to apportionment. The
41 procedural principles governing apportionment of damages
42 are set forth in Section 12.
43 (C) Misuse of a Product
44 (1) “Misuse” occurs when the product user does not act in
45 a manner that would be expected of an ordinary reasonably
46 prudent person who is likely to use the product in the same or
47 similar circumstances.

48 (2) When the product seller proves, by a preponderance of
49 the evidence, that product misuse by a claimant, or by a
50 party other than the claimant or the product seller, has
51 caused the claimant’s harm, the claimant's damages shall be
52 subject to reduction or apportionment to the extent that the
53 misuse was a cause of the harm. Under this Subsection, the
54 trier of fact may determine that the harm arose solely
55 because of product misuse. The procedural principles
56 governing reduction or apportionment of damages are set
57 forth in Section 12.
58 (3) Under this Subsection, subject to state and federal law
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59 regarding immunity in tort, the trier of fact may determine
60 that a party or parties who misused the product and thereby
61 caused claimant’s harm should bear partial or sole
62 responsibility for harm caused by the product and are sub-
-63 ject to liability to the claimant.
64 (D) Alteration or Modificationof a Product.
65 (1) “Alteration or modification’’ occurs when a person or
66 entity other than the product seller changes the design,
67 construction, or formula of the product, or changes or
68 removes warnings or instructions that accompanied or were
69 displayed on the product. “Alteration or modification’’ of a
70 product includes the failure to observe routine care and
71 maintenance, but does not include ordinary wear and tear.
72 (2) When the product seller proves, by a preponderance of
73 the evidence, that an alteration or modification of the
74 product by the claimant, or by a party other than the
75 claimant or the product seller, has caused the claimant’s
76 harm, the claimant’s damages shall be subject to reduction
77 or apportionment to the extent that the alteration or
78 modification was a cause of the harm. Under this Subsection,
79 the trier of fact may determine that the harm arose solely
80 because of the product alterationor modification.
81 This Subsection shall not be applicable if:
82 (a) The alteration or modification was in accord with the
83 product seller’s instructions or specifications;
84 (b) The alteration or modification was made with the
85 express or implied consent of the product seller; or
86 (c) The alteration or modification was reasonably an-
-87 ticipated conduct under Subsection 3(g), and the product was
88 defective under Subsection s(c) because of the product
89 seller’s failure to provide adequate warnings or instructions
90 with respect to the alteration or modification.
91 The procedural principles governing reduction or ap-
-92 portionment of damages are set forth in Section 12.
93 (3) Under this Subsection, subject to state and federal law
94 regarding immunity in tort, the trier of fact may determine
95 that a party or parties who altered or modified the product
96 and thereby caused claimant’s harm should bear partial or
97 sole responsibility for harm caused by the product and are
90 subject to liability to the claimant.
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Section 14. Multiple Defendants: Contribution and Im-

plied Indemnity.
1

9

(A) A right of contribution exists under this Act between or
among two or more persons who are jointly and severally
liable, whether or not judgment has been recovered against
all or any of them. It may be enforced either in the original
action or by a separate action brought for that purpose. The
basis for contribution is each person’s equitable share of the
obligation, including the equitable share of claimant, as
determined in accordance with the provisions of Section 12.
For the purposes of this Act, contribution and implied in-
demnity are merged.

a

4

5
6

8
9

10

11

12
(B) If the proportionate responsibility of the parties to a

claim for contribution has been established previously by the
court, as provided in Section 12, a party paying more than its
equitable share of the obligation may, upon motion, recover
judgment for contribution.

13
14
15
16
17

(C) If the proportionate responsibility of the parties to the
claim for contribution has not been established by the court,
contribution may be enforced in a separate action, whether
or not a judgment has been rendered against either the
person seeking contribution or the person from whom con-
tribution is being sought.

18

19
20

21

9 a

(D) Contribution is available to a person who enters into a
settlement with a claimant only (1) if the liability of the
person against whom contribution is sought has been ex-
tinguished by the settlement, and (2) to the extend that the
amount paid in settlement was reasonable.

24
25

26

27
28

(E) A release, covenant not to sue, or similar agreement
entered into by a claimant and a person liable discharges
that person from all liability for contribution, but it does not
discharge any other persons liable upon the same claim
unless it so provides. However, the claim of the releasing
claimant against the other parties is reduced by the amount
of the released party’s equitable share of the obligation,
determined in accordance with the provisions ofSection 12.

29
30

31

32
33

34
35

36

(F) If a judgment has been rendered, the action for con-
tribution must be commenced within one year after the
judgment becomes final. If no judgment has been rendered,
the person bringing the action for contribution must have (1)

37

38

39
40
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41 discharged by payment the common liability within the
42 period of the statute of limitation or repose applicable to the
43 claimant’s right of action against him and commenced the
44 action for contribution within one year after payment, or (2)

45 agreed while action was pending to discharge the common
46 liability and, within one year after the agreement, have paid
47 the liability and brought an action for construction.

1 Section 15. Relationship Between Product Liability and
2 Worker Compensation.
3 (A) In the case of any product liability claim brought by or
4 on behalf of an injured person entitled to compensation under
5 a state Worker Compensation statute, damages shall be
6 reduced by the amount paid as Worker Compensation
7 benefits for the same injury plus the present value of all
8 future Worker Compensation benefits payable for the same
9 injury under the Worker Compensation statute.

10 (B) Unless the product seller has expressly agreed to
11 indemnify or hold an employer harmless for harm caused to
12 the employer's employee by a product, the employer shall
13 have no right of subrogation, contribution, or indemnity
14 against the product seller when the harm to the employee
15 constitutes a product liability claim under this Act. Also, the
16 employer’s Worker Compensation insurance carrier shall
17 have no right of subrogation against the product seller.
18 (C) When final judgment in an action brought under this
19 Act has been entered prior to the determination of Worker
20 Compensation benefits, the product seller may bring a
21 subsequent action for reduction of the judgment by the

amount of the Worker Compensation benefits, or for
23 recoupment from the employee if the product seller has paid
24 a judgment which includes the amount of such benefits.

1 Section 16. Sanctions Against the Bringing of Frivolous
2 Claims and Defenses.

3 (A) After final judgment has been entered under this Act,

4 any party may, by motion, seek reimbursement for
5 reasonable attorneys’ fees and other costs that would not
6 have been expended but for the fact that the opposing party

pursued a claim or defense that was frivolous, A claim or
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8 defense is considered frivolous if the court determines that it
9 was withoutany reasonable legal or factual basis.

10 (B) If the court decides in favor of a party seeking redress
11 under this Section, it shall do so on the basis of clear and
12 convincing evidence. In all motions under this Section, the
13 court shall make written findings of fact.
14 (C) The motion provided for in Subsection (A) may be
15 filed and the claim assessed against a party or a party’s
16 attorney or both, depending on which person or persons were
17 responsible for the assertion of the frivolous claim or
18 defense.
19 (D) Claims for damages under this Section shall be limited
20 to expenses incurred by parties to the action or persons under
21 a legal or contractual duty to bear the expenses of the action.

1 Section 17. Arbitration
(A) Applicability

3 (1) Any party may by a motion institute a pre-trial ar-
-4 bitration proceeding in any claim brought under this Act, if
5 the court determines that:
6 (a) It is reasonably probable that the amount in dispute is
7 less than$50,000, exclusive of interest and costs: and
8 (b) Any non-monetary claims are insubstantial.
9 (2) Arbitration may not be used if both the claimant and

10 one or more defendants state that they do not want an ar-
il bitration proceeding.
12 (B) Rules Governing
13 (1) Substantive Rules. The substantive rules of an ar-
il bitration proceeding under this Section are those contained in
15 this Act as well as those in applicable state law'.
16 (2) Procedural Rules. These are the procedural rules of an
17 arbitration proceeding under this Section. If this Section does
18 not provide a rule of procedure, reference may be made to
19 the “Uniform Arbitration Act” or other sources of law'. Any
20 reference to other sources of law must conform to the intent
21 and spirit of this Section.
22 (3) Additional Rules and Administration
23 (i) The Massachusetts Small Business Authority is em-
-24 powered to promulgate additional procedural rules for this
25 Section,
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26 (ii) The American Arbitration Association shall carry out
27 the day-to-day administration of arbitration under this
28 Section.
29 (c) Arbitrators.
30 (1) Unless the parties agree otherwise, the arbitration
31 shall be conducted by three persons: an active memberof the
32 state bar or a retired judge of a court of record in the state;
33 an individual who possesses expertise in the subject matter
34 area that is in dispute; and a layperson.
35 (2) Arbitrators shall be selected in accordance with ap-
-36 plicable state law in a manner which will assure fairness and
37 lack of bias.
38 (D) Arbitrators’Powers.
39 (1) Each arbitrator to whom a claim is referred has the
40 power, within the territorial jurisdiction of the court, to
41 conduct arbitration hearings and make awards consistent
42 with the provisions of this Act.
43 (2) State laws applicable to subpoenas for attendance of
44 witnesses and the production of documentary evidence apply
45 in proceedings conducted under this Section. Arbitrators
46 shall have the power to administer oathsand affirmations.
47 (E) Commencement. Arbitration hearings shall com-
-48 mence not later than thirty (30) days after the claim is
49 referred to arbitration unless, for good cause shown, the
50 court shall extend the period. Hearings shall be concluded
51 promptly. The court may order the time and place of the
52 arbitration.
53 (F) Evidence
54 (1) The Federal Rules of Evidence (or designated state
55 evidence code) may be used as a guide to the admissibility of
56 evidence in an arbitration hearing.
57 (2) Strict adherence to the rules of evidence, apart from
58 relevant state rules ofprivilege, is not required.
59 (G) Transcript of Proceeding. A party may have a tran-
-60 script or recording made of the arbitration hearing at its own
61 expense. Aparty who has had a transcript or recording made
62 shall furnish a copy of the transcript or recording at cost to
63 any other party upon request.
64 (H) Arbitration Decision and Judgment. The arbitration
65 decision and award, if any, shall be filed with the court
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66 promptly after the hearing is concluded. Unless a party
67 demands a trial pursuant to Subsection (I), the decision and
68 award shall be entered as the judgment of the court. The
69 judgment entered shall be subject to the same provisions of
70 law, and shall have the same force and effect as a judgment
71 of the court in a civil action, except that it shall not be subject
72 to appeal.
73 (II Trial Following Arbitration
74 (1) Within twenty (20) days after the filing of an ar-
-75 bitration decision with the court, any party may demand a
76 trial of fact or a hearing on an issue of law in that court.
77 (2) Upon such a demand, the action shall be placed on the
78 calendar of the court. Except for the provisions of Subsection
79 (3), any right of trial by jury that a party would otherwise
80 have shall be preserved inviolate.
Si (3) At trial, the court shall admit evidence that there has
82 been an arbitration proceeding, the decision of the ar-
-83 bitration panel, and the nature and amount of the award, if
84 any. The trier of fact shall give such evidence whatever
85 weight it deems appropriate.

86 (4) A party who has demanded a trial but fails to obtain a
87 judgment in the trial court which is more favorable than the
88 arbitration award, exclusive of interest and costs, shall be
89 assessed the cost of the arbitration proceeding, including the
90 amount of the arbitration fees, and
91 (i) If this party is a claimant and the arbitration award is
92 in its favor, the party shall pay the court an amount
93 equivalent to interest on the arbitration award from the lime
94 it was filed ; or
95 (ii) If this party is a product seller, it shall pay interest to
96 the claimant on the arbitration award from the time it was
97 filed.

2 (A) Appointment of Experts. The court may, on its own
3 motion or on the motion of any party, enter an order to show
4 cause why expert witnesses should not be appointed, and
5 may request the parties to submit nominations. The court
6 may appoint any expert witness agreed upon by the parties,

1 Section 18. Expert Testimony
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7 ! and may appoint witnesses of its own selection. The court
8 may consult with knowledgeable individuals or with pro-
-9 fessional, academic, consumer, or business organizations

10 and institutions to assist with the selection process. An expert
11 witness shall not be appointed by the court unless the expert
12 consents to serve. An expert witness appointed by the court
13 shall be informed of his or her duties in writing, a copy of
14 which shall be filed with the clerk, or at a conference in which
15 the parties shall have an opportunity to participate. An ex-
-16 pert witness so appointed shall advise the parties of any
17 findings; shall be available for deposition by any party; and
18 may be called to testify by the court or any party. The court-
-19 appointed expert witness shall be subject to cross-
-20 examination by each party, including the party calling that
21 expert as a witness.
22 (B) Compensation
23 (1) Expert witnesses appointed by the court are entitled to
24 reasonable compensation for their services in an amount to
25 be determined by the court. The court, in its discretion may
26 tax the costs of such expert on one party or apportion them
27 among parties in the same manner as other costs.
28 (2) In exercising this discretion, the court may consider:
29 (a) Which party, if any, requested the court appointment
30 of the expert:
31 (b) Which party had judgment entered in its favor; and
32 (c) Whether the amount of damages recovered in the
33 action bore a reasonable relationship to the amount sought
34 by the claimant or conceded to be appropriate by the product
35 seller or other defendant.
36 (C) Disclosure of Appointment. In the exercise of its
37 discretion, the court may authorize disclosure to the jury of
38 the fact that the court has appointed the expert witness.
39 (D) Parties’ Selection of Own Experts. Nothing in this
40 Section shall limit the parties in calling expert witnesses of
41 their own selection.
42 (E) Pre-Trial Evaluation of Experts. The court in its
43 discretion may conduct a hearing to determine the qualifi-
-44 cations of all proposed expert witnesses. The court may
45 order a hearing on its own motion or on the motion of any
46 party.
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47 (1) Need for Pre-Trial Evaluation. In determining
48 whether to grant such a motion, the court shall consider:
49 (a) The complexity of the issues in the case; and
50 (b) Whether the hearing would deter the presentation of
51 witnesses who are not qualified as experts on the specific
52 issues.
53 (2) Factors in Evaluation. If the court decides to hold such
54 a hearing, it shall consider:
55 (a) The background and skills of the proposed witness;
56 (b) The formal and self-education the proposed witness
57 has undertaken relevant to the case or to similar cases; and
58 (c) The potential bias of the proposed witness.
59 (3) Findings of Fact. In making a determination as to
60 whether a proposed expert witness is qualified, the court
61 shall state its findings of fact to the parties.
62 (4) Determination. Based upon its findings of fact
63 regarding the qualifications of any proposed expert witness,
64 the court, in it discretion, may limit the scope of the witness’
65 testimony, or may refuse to permit such witness to testify as
66 an expert.

1 Section 19. Non-Pecuniary Damages
2 (A) For the purposes of this Section, "non-pecuniary
3 damages” are those which have no market value and do not
4 represent a monetary loss to claimant.
5 (B) When sufficient evidence has been introduced, the
6 amount of non-pecuniary damages shall be determined by
7 the trier of fact. However, the court shall have and shall
8 exercise the power to review such damage awards for ex-
-9 cessiveness.

10 (C) Non-pecuniary damages under this Act shall not ex-
-11 ceed $25,000, or twice the amount of the pecuniary damages,
12 whichever is less, unless the claimant proves by a prepon-
-13 derance of the evidence that the product caused claimant to
14 suffer serious and permanent or prolonged (1)
15 disfigurement, (2) impaired of bodily function, (3) pain and
16 discomfort, or (4) mental illness.
17 (D) Every third year following the effective date of this
18 Act as stated in Section 23, the joint Standing Committee on
19 Small Business of the Massachusetts General Court shall
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20 review the monetary limitations contained in Subsection (C)
21 to determine whether such limitations should be changed in
22 view of the economic conditions existing at that time. Upon a
23 finding that such change is warranted, said Committee shall
24 introduce legislation to amend the monetary limitations
25 contained in Subsection (C).

1 Section 20. The Collateral Source Rule.
2 In any claim brought under this Act, the claimant’s
3 recovery, or that of any party who may be subrogated to the
4 claimant’s rights under this Act, shall be reduced by any
5 compensation from a public source which the claimant has
6 received or will receive for the same damages. For the
7 purpose of this Section, “public source” means a fund more
8 than half of which is derived from general tax revenues.

1 Section 21. Punitive Damages.
2 (A) Punitive damages may be awarded to the claimant if
3 the claimant proves by clear and convincing evidence that
4 the harm suffered was the result of the product seller’s
5 reckless disregard for the safety of product users, con-
-6 sumers, or others who might be harmed by the product.
7 (B) If the trier of fact determines that punitive damages
8 should be awarded, the court shall determine the amount of
9 those damages. In making this determination, the court shall

10 consider:
11 (1) The likelihood at the relevant time that serious harm
12 would arise from the product seller’s misconduct;
13 (2) The degree of the product seller’s awareness of that
14 likelihood;

15 (3) The profitability of the misconduct to the product
16 seller;

17 (4) The duration of the misconduct and any concealment
18 of it by the product seller;
19 (5) The attitude and conduct of the product seller upon
20 discovery of the misconduct and whether the conduct has
21 been terminated;
22 (6) The financial condition of the product seller;
23 (7) The total effect of other punishment imposed or likely
24 to be imposed upon the product seller as a result of the
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25 misconduct, including punitive damage awards to persons
26 similarly situated to the claimant and the severity of
27 criminal penalties to which the product seller has been or
28 may be subjected; and
29 (8) Whether the harm suffered by the claimant was also
30 the result of the claimant’s own reckless disregard for
31 personal safety.

1 Section 22. Severance Clause
2 If any part of this Act shall be adjudged by any court of
3 competent jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment shall not
4 affect, impair, or invalidate the remainder thereof, but shall
5 be confined in its effect to that part of this Act declared to be
6 invalid.

1 Section 23. Effective Date.
2 This Act shall be effective with regard to all claims ac-
-3 cruing on or after January 1, 1981, It shall be prospective in
4 operation, and shall only apply to a product-related harm
5 occurring on or after this date. When the facts giving rise to a
6 claim are discovered or should have been discovered after
7 this date, this Act shall govern the claimanf’s action. When
8 the facts giving rise to a product-related harm are
9 discovered or should have been discovered prior to the ef-

-10 fective date of this Act, the law of this State which was ap-
-11 plicable at the time of such discovery shall govern the
12 claimant’s action.


